The Nature of Relationships
The Journey to Seeing Others Again for the First Time
With Jeff Chant & Jim Dresher
June 23-24, 2019
Have you ever noticed how some relationships seem so easy and others difficult?

“We do not see things as they are, we see things as we are.” – Anais Nin
Is the bee to be feared or admired?

In this inaugural program, participants explore how they often see others as problems
and have unknowingly created relationships that seem to lack the authenticity and care
they desire. Within us lies a natural desire to connect with each other but past
encounters usually leave us unable and unwilling to change those relationships. Using
the natural environment of Windhorse Farm as a reflection of our interconnectedness,
participants are encouraged to see all living things as being in relationship with us and
one another.
What Will You Come Away With?
•

An understanding of the 2 ways we see each other in relationship

•
•
•
•

How to create open, responsive encounters with others
The power of curiosity in creating authentic relationship
Insights into the nature of fault finding and how to shift cycles of resistance
An Exploration of inner reflections with the natural environment as host

Your Hosts and Facilitators:

Jeff is known as a thoughtful, engaging presenter and a compassionate coach
who closes the gaps between seemingly separate worlds with his deep
understanding of both the human condition and his strategic business focus.
Drawing on his experience in pastoral psychology and education combined with
his years as an international corporate executive and consultant, Jeff encourages
us to bring our humanity to all our relationships, at home and at work, and that
our ability to prosper and build authentic relationships come when we see each
other with curiosity and compassion.

Jim is a co-founder, with his wife Margaret, of Windhorse Farm. His areas of
interest include questions around health and wealth, and he has been learning
about these from living systems, especially forests and wetlands. In nature, the
interdependent web of life does not think in terms of philanthropic exchange,
but those reciprocal relationships are exemplified beautifully in natural
systems. What can we learn from nature about creating healthy and wealthy
human communities?

Arrival Time: Sunday, June 23rd between 5- 6pm. Program will start at 6pm sharp
Ending: Monday at 7:pm
Location: “The Farmhouse”, Windhorse Farm, 129 Sarty Rd, Wentzells Lake, NS
For Reservations and details, contact Jeff at” jchant@magnanimous.ca
Your Investment:
(includes course fees, materials, accommodations and meals)
Couples (shared room): $195+HST
Individuals: $125+HST
Family Rate: Please inquire

